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L E T T E R  F R O M  T H E  D E A N
Dear Alumni, Colleagues, and Friends,
Your leadership and support of the University of Maryland Francis 
King Carey School of Law (Maryland Carey Law) is truly inspiring . 
Thank you for your unmatched loyalty and dedication to our 
community .
As the University of Maryland, Baltimore and Maryland Carey Law 
prepare for the Catalyst campaign, we cannot help but be excited 
for what is to come . Maryland Carey Law is enabled by your 
generosity to create and develop outstanding scholars, practitioners, 
and leaders within the legal community . You have given our faculty 
and staff the tools to prepare aspiring attorneys, through teaching 
in both classroom and clinical settings, to be the next leaders within 
this community .
Your investment in Maryland Carey Law continues to make 
an impact today, tomorrow, and beyond . Your support allows 
Maryland Carey Law to:
• Provide an affordable legal education for the most talented 
and committed students locally, nationally, and internationally .
• Take the student experience to a new level satisfying our 
commitment to prepare leaders within the legal community 
through practice and theory .
• Offer the tools to our faculty to further their knowledge of 
legal theory, publish over 30 books within the last three years, 
and provide 100% of our full-time students with clinical law 
experience prior to graduating .
• Maintain our commitment to the Baltimore community by 
providing over 75,000 hours of free legal services to people 
who need access to justice .
• Advance our five specialty programs ranked in the top 20 
according to U .S . News & World Reports (Law & Health 
Care Program [2nd]; Part-time JD Program [4th]; Clinical Law 
Program [7th]; Environmental Law Program [14th]; and Dispute 
Resolution [18th]) .
I am inspired by your commitment to our mission through both 
your financial contributions and the hours you spend with our 
students . It is my sincere hope you are as proud to be part of the 
Maryland Carey Law community as I am .
Thank you . I look forward to seeing you at Maryland Carey Law 
throughout the upcoming year .
Donald B . Tobin 
Dean & Professor of Law
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M A R Y L A N D  C A R E Y  L A W  S C H O O L  C L U B  L E T T E R
Dear Fellow Alumni and Friends,
Each year as I write to you as a proud alumnus of the University 
of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law (Maryland Carey 
Law), I cannot help but be inspired and excited for what lies ahead 
for our law school . Each of us plays an important role in helping 
further legal education by contributing to Maryland Carey Law 
and our communal impact makes a tremendous difference for the 
students . Thank you for supporting Maryland Carey Law, especially 
the members of the Maryland Carey Law School Club (MCLSC – 
donors who give $1,000 or more annually) and to the Graduates of 
the Last Decade Club (GOLD) .
Leaders within the MCLSC and GOLD Clubs enable Maryland 
Carey Law to accomplish its mission “to develop outstanding 
professionals educated in law . Through excellent teaching in both 
classroom and clinical settings .” Not only is Maryland Carey Law 
able to accomplish this mission, it is because of your support that 
the work exceeds these expectations and takes legal education to 
new heights .
Over the past few years, we have seen the MCLSC and GOLD Clubs 
grow and this year was no exception . Not only do alumni take part 
in leading these clubs . Our faculty, staff, and friends understand the 
importance of Maryland Carey Law’s educational ambition and help 
to accomplish the goals of the law school by supporting its mission 
as well .
Please allow me to express my utmost appreciation for your 
dedication and commitment to Maryland Carey Law as members of 
the MCLSC and GOLD Clubs . Thank you for your continued support 
and please know we welcome your comments and suggestions as 
to how we can enhance both clubs .
With Warmest Appreciation,
Charles “Chuck” M . Tatelbaum ’66 
(954) 760-4902 or cmt@trippscott .com 
 
Chair, Maryland Carey Law School Club 
Member, Legal Council 
Member, Board of Visitors 
 
Director, Tripp Scott, P .A .
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F U N D I N G  T H E  F U T U R E 
When Jay Dackman ’82, 
decided that he wanted to 
give back and somehow make 
a difference in the world, he 
knew the man he wanted to 
honor while doing it: his late 
father, Bernard Dackman ’50 . 
“My father was the guy I looked 
up to in terms of business,” 
says Dackman . “He created 
a number of banks . When he 
passed away 10 years ago, the 
banks were his legacy .”
During the 2008 recession, 
though, the banks the elder 
Dackman had established 
ended up failing and eventually 
closed . Jay Dackman says 
that if his father had been 
alive to see it, he would have 
been devastated . He also 
realized that everything his 
father had been involved with 
businesswise was gone forever .
How could he pay tribute to this 
great man while helping others 
as well? Dackman kept thinking 
about it . Then the idea came to 
him: both he and his dad had 
graduated from the University 
of Maryland Francis King 
Carey School of Law . Dackman 
decided to create a scholarship 
so that he could honor his dad 
and help students as well .
While his father did practice as 
a lawyer, Dackman does not . He 
is the President and Owner of 
EZ Money Lending Company in 
Baltimore, a developer of real 
estate projects throughout the 
nation, and the founder of The 
Buddy Foundation, a nonprofit 
organization that helps people 
who cannot afford to pay for 
veterinary care for their pets . 
When he contacted Maryland 
Carey Law, Dackman knew that 
he wanted to be able to be 
involved with the scholarship 
recipients . He hopes he can be a 
mentor to them and teach them 
about the various ways that they 
can use the law in business .
As a result, The Bernard 
Dackman Scholarship Fund was 
established, and it will benefit 
a student on a business track . 
“That’s the track that both 
my father and I were on,” says 
Dackman . Dackman will support 
one student for all three years 
of study and interact with the 
student throughout his/her 
law school career . When that 
student graduates, the fund will 
provide scholarship support for 
another student, and so on .
“I knew I wasn’t going to 
practice law, but it’s been 
a terrific background for 
everything else that I’ve gotten 
involved in,” says Dackman . 
“This scholarship not only 
keeps my family’s name alive at 
the law school, but also helps 
another student whom I can 
help get another perspective 
about where you can go with 
your career outside of being a 
practicing lawyer . I want this to 
open their minds about other 
ways of doing things and other 
ways of looking at life .”
 
Caroline G . Harris ’79 knew 
that she wanted to give back 
to Maryland Carey Law as 
well . As Managing Partner 
at Goldman Harris, LLC—a 
top boutique New York City 
law firm specializing in land 
use and zoning—Harris says 
that while she has been a 
donor throughout the years, 
she always wanted to enable 
another person to have the 
benefit of a Maryland Carey 
Law degree .
“I received a full scholarship 
from Maryland Carey Law . 
The University gave me the 
opportunity for a career that 
has served me for my entire 
life,” says Harris . When she 
read about the law school’s 
innovative Women, Leadership 
& Equality Program for second- 
and third-year law students 
to develop leadership skills, 
she knew she wanted to help . 
“Creating a scholarship for 
incoming students that focuses 
on issues related to women, 
gender, and race is something 
that I could do immediately 
that would have a long-lasting 
impact through future lawyers,” 
says Harris .
As a result, The Caroline 
G . Harris Endowment for 
Leadership has been established 
at the University of Maryland 
Francis King Carey School 
of Law . The scholarship is 
earmarked for academically 
meritorious students who 
have demonstrated leadership 
with issues relating to women, 
gender, or race . Harris 
says that it is intended to 
encourage students to attend 
Maryland Carey Law, where 
these leadership skills will be 
cultivated . The scholarship will 
be yearly, for entering students . 
“It’s a fulfilling way to contribute 
to this outstanding institution 
because it meshes the desire to 
make a donation with personal 
values and goals,” she says .
While Harris’ niche in law 
is real estate—specifically 
zoning, land use, and landmark 
preservation —the scholarship 
is not . “I hope it will develop 
leadership that can be 
manifested in any field and 
in whatever institutions the 
students eventually work,” 
Harris explains . “I hope it helps 
them to know that there are 
alumni who support and want 
to encourage them to be 
leaders on these issues, to be 
outspoken, and take actions 
that generate respect, fairness, 
and equality .”
“I don’t have the words to 
express how proud and happy 
I am that I could make a 
meaningful contribution to the 
law school and serve these 
important goals .”
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The Hon . Steven V . Adler ’07
Megan M . Arthur ’86 &  
Patrick Madden
Lewis J . Baker ’73
The Hon . Samuel W . Barrick ’52
Stephen R . Beard ’75
Joseph L . Beavers ’03
Hope I . Berman
Scott D . Berman & Sandra P . Berman
Blair Berman &  
Dr . Beth Gail Diamond
Richard O . Berndt ’67
Donna R . Blaustein ’71
Natalie Blum
Prof . David S . Bogen &  
Patricia Y . Ciricillo
Joan G . Boros ’80
Darrell N . Braman ’88 
Robert G . Brewer Jr . ’76
The Hon . Josef B . Brown ’59 &  
Gloria Gottlieb Brown
James R . Brown III ’61 *
David S . Cade ’85
Robert Thomas Caffrey
Paul S . Caiola ’95
Robert J . Carson ’61 
The Hon . Howard S . Chasanow ’61 * 
& The Hon . Deborah K . Chasanow
Prof . Danielle Citron
The Hon . Benjamin R . Civiletti ’61 
Harriet E . Cooperman ’78 
Lawrence D . Coppel ’69
Robert B . Curran ’74
Jay A . Dackman ’82
The Hon . Andre M . Davis ’78 & 
Jessica Strauss 
Mathias J . DeVito ’56
Ranjit Singh Dhindsa ’95
William B . Dulany ’53 *
Van Clinton Durrer II ’93
Robert H . Dyer Jr . ’74 &  
The Hon . L . Paige Marvel ’74
Alan D . Eason ’77
Robert E . L . Eaton Jr . ’66
Christine A . Edwards ’83
John C . Eidleman ’69
Kirk J . Emge ’74
The Hon . James R . Eyler ’67 &  
The Hon . Deborah Sweet Eyler ’81
The Hon . John F . Fader II ’68
Kevin P . Fay ’73
Andrew W . Finley ’83
Paul Anthony Fioravanti Jr . ’97 & 
Shannon Fioravanti
Heather Foss
Howard M . Friedel ’62
The Hon . Karen Chaya Friedman ’97 
& Howard Friedman
Louis F . Friedman ’65 &  
Phyllis C . Friedman ’77 
Stanford G . Gann Sr . ’55
Herbert S . Garten ’51
Patricia L . Gatling ’82 
Jonathan M . Genn ’82
Brian J . Gibbons ’87
Chuck Gifford & Jackie Gifford
Dr . Leslie Brass Glickman
Sandra P . Gohn ’79
Sally B . Gold ’76
Richard R . Goldberg ’64
William O . Goldstein ’54 * 
Assoc . Dean Barbara S . Gontrum 
Richard S . Gordon ’89
Prof . Mark A . Graber &  
Dr . Julia Bess Frank 
James E . Gray ’70
Erwin L . Greenberg &  
Stephanie Cooper Greenberg
Christina Jurkiewicz Grigorian ’96
Ruthellen Hammer ’53
James J . Hanks Jr . ’67 &  
Sabine Hanks
Marylee Hannan ’90
Joseph R . Hardiman ’62
Caroline G . Harris ’79
The Hon . Ellen M . Heller ’77 &  
Shale D . Stiller
Lowell G . Herman ’77
The Hon . Marcella A . Holland ’83
Lawrence L . Hooper Jr . ’78
Henry H . Hopkins ’68 &  
Nancy Hopkins
Prof . Alan D . Hornstein &  
Brenda Hornstein
Yitai Hu ’94
James S . Jacobs ’78 & Hillary Jacobs
Elizabeth M . Kameen ’83
Brad Kantor
Robert J . Kim ’83
Frederick Singley Koontz ’73
Howard K . Kurman ’75 &  
Roslyn Kurman
Richard J . Kypta ’83
Kyle P . Legg
John F . Lessner ’93
Harriet Z . Levy
Roberta Levy-Dodge
David Michael Charles Lewis ’97 & 
Robin Schoeps Lewis ’97
Ava E . Lias-Booker ’86 &  
Earl Thomas Booker IV
Thomas A . Lisle ’66
Ronald P . Locke ’79
David M . Lynn ’95 
Richard J . Marks ’93
The Hon . Robert H . Mason ’69
Robert H . McGowan ’84
David J . McManus Jr . ’83
Megan K . Mechak ’03
Bruce S . Mendelsohn ’77
Connie M . Molter ’13
Charles O . Monk II ’74
Prof . Paula A . Monopoli
Members of the Maryland Carey Law School Club (MCLSC) 
are philanthropic leaders committed to sustaining the law 
school’s ability to educate future leaders and shape law and 
policy . Donors who give $1,000 or more during the fiscal 
year (July 1 – June 30) become members of the MCLSC .
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Jim Neary & Rebecca Neary
John D . North ’77
Christine C . Osborne 
Michael F . Patton ’73
Dr . Eric Peltosalo ’74
Prof . Robert V . Percival
Bernard G . Peter Jr . ’69
William Piermattei ’99 &  
Rebecca G . Piermattei ’99
William J . Pittler ’59 &  
Helene K . Pittler
Joanne E . Pollak ’76 & Mark E . Pollak
Deborah Lynne Potter ’90
Dr . Mia Martin Puyang ’99
Gretchen Redden
Charles Reuland
Megan Nichols Rosan ’06
Gilbert Rosenthal ’57 &  
Lora A . Rosenthal
Kimberly W . Ross ’93
The Hon . George L . Russell Jr . ’54
Stuart M . Salsbury ’71 &  
Suzanne B . Salsbury ’73 
Edward L . Sanford ’78
Bryan K . Saxton ’09 
William Schab Jr . ’74
Neil J . Schechter ’81 &  
Marjorie A . Corwin ’81
Sanford D . Schreiber ’72
Sigmund Shapiro &  





Edward Manno Shumsky ’73 &  
Susan D . Kronick
Jo Carol Snyder ’98
Joseph Sedwick Sollers III ’82
James B . Stradtner ’60
Xochitl S . Strohbehn ’09
Charles M . Tatelbaum ’66 &  
Kitty Tatelbaum 
Hugh R . Thomas ’88 &  
Jennifer Harris Thomas ’88
Elva E . Tillman ’87 
Dean Donald B . Tobin
The Hon . Thomas J . Waxter Jr . ’62
Arnold M . Weiner ’57 &  
Arleen Weiner 
Susan L . Whaley ’78
Thomas M . Wilson III ’71
Alicia L . Wilson ’07
Alexander D . Wilson ’78 *
Roger D . Winston ’79
Jeffrey A . Wyand ’77
Dr . Greg Tzu Jan Yang
Mark A . Yost ’11
Lawrence J . Yumkas ’88 &  
Miriam L . Fisher ’85
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Yodeski Y . Acquie ’13
Umber Aggarwal ’17
Syeda Sarah Akhtar ’14
Jacob Altshuler ’17 
Adetokunbo Arowojolu ’17
Jennifer Auger ’17
Sedira S . Banan ’11
Stephen C . Bellum ’11
Alison Best ’17
Mary Biscoe-Hall ’15
Jonathan H . Bliley ’08
Naana A . Boampong ’14
Daniel Bosworth ’17 
Max F . Brauer ’12 & Caitlin Brauer
Salomee Briggs ’17
Michael Benjamin Brown ’15 &  
Susan R . Schipper ’15
Jamar R . Brown ’11
Rita G . Browne ’10
Amy B . Caiazza ’11
Henry Callegary ’17
Julia L . Cardozo ’11
Nadia Cheevers ’17




Michael P . Collins Jr . ’17
Rachel Cooper ’17




Luis C . Diaz ’12
Michael Dowling ’17
Glenn Downes IV ’17
Laura L . Dunn ’14
Kirsten Eckroad ’17
Saul A . Ehrenpreis ’11 &  
Serra J . Schlanger ’11
Katrina Eiden ’17
Kimberly Foerster ’17
Sydney L . Fortmann ’17
Emily Gallin ’17
Robyn Gaudon ’17
Jhanelle A . Graham ’13





Charles F . Hilberg III ’17





Brian D . Katzenberg ’11
Stephen W . Kiehl ’12
Fernando Kirkman ’17
Jonathan M . Kucskar ’08 &  








Erin Frazee Masini ’09
Lindsey N . McCulley ’12
Martin Mcenrue ’17
Greg Miles ’17
Holly E . Mirabella ’17
Connie M . Molter ’13 
Linda Morris ’17
April M . Morton ’11
Maria S . Nazarova ’17
Anaga Anne Nmagu ’17






Emily M . Patterson ’13
Vincenzo Procopio ’17
John Quinn ’17
James M . Ray ’14
Austin Roche ’17
Hilary Payne Roland ’17
Mylee Sabarre ’17
Marc A . Salvia ’15
Matthew Sarna ’17
Cori Schreider ’17
Matthew R . Schroll ’09 &  
Katrin Hussmann Schroll ’09
Max Schultz ’17
Brieanah Schwartz ’17
John T . Seery ’14
Jaimin B . Shah ’08
Stacy L . Siegel ’14
Lillian Simmons ’17
Derek S . Simmonsen ’12 &  
Rachel A . Simmonsen ’11
Jennifer Elisa Smith ’17
Robin L . Stevenson ’13
John T . Stinson Jr . ’08
Pamela J . Stone ’11
Austin Strine ’17
Thaila K . Sundaresan ’08
Trevonne V . Walford ’15
Justin A . Wallace ’15
Nick Warren ’17
Randal K . Whitehead ’11
Dillon Yeung ’11 &  
Heather Kirkwood Yeung ’11
Zhuoxian Zhang ’17
The Graduates of the Last Decade (GOLD) Club recognizes 
the generosity of Maryland Carey Law’s most recent 
graduates . Membership in the GOLD Club is tiered:
• Alumni Classes 2006 – 2007 ($800 and above) 
• Alumni Classes 2008 – 2010 ($400 and above) 
• Alumni Classes 2011 – 2016 ($100 and above) 
• Class of 2017 ($1 and above)
The law school is extremely thankful for these donors who 
are philanthropic leaders paving the way for a bright future 
for Maryland Carey Law .
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B O A R D  O F  V I S I T O R S
The Board of Visitors is a collaborative forum and professional resource providing insight and support to the Dean on 
a range of issues critical to the continued growth and success of the Law School . The Board functions as an advisory 
body with a strong professional and philanthropic commitment to the Law School and as an important liaison to the 
legal and business communities . Thank you to all current and past members of the Board of Visitors .  
Megan M . Arthur ’86
The Hon . Alison L . Asti ’79
The Hon . Mary Ellen Barbera ’84
The Hon . Robert M . Bell
Paul S . Caiola ’95
The Hon . Benjamin L . Cardin ’67
The Hon . Howard S . Chasanow ’61 * 
Harriet E . Cooperman ’78
The Hon . Elijah E . Cummings ’76
The Hon . Andre M . Davis ’78
Miriam L . Fisher ’85
The Hon . Karen Friedman ’97
John B . Frisch ’83
Patricia L . Gatling ’82
Sandra P . Gohn ’79
The Hon . Paul Grimm
James J . Hanks, Jr . ’67
The Hon . Ellen M . Heller ’77
The Hon . Marcella A . Holland ’83
Henry H . Hopkins ’68
Prof . Alan D . Hornstein
Yitai Hu ’94
John Isbister ’77
Robert J . Kim ’83 (Vice Chair)
Howard K . Kurman ’75
Lewis Leibowitz ’75
Ava E . Lias-Booker ’86
David M . Lynn ’95
Bruce S . Mendelsohn ’77
William “Hassan” Murphy, III
Dean T . Pappas ’83
George F . Pappas ’75
William J . Pittler ’59
Joanne E . Pollak ’76 (Chair)
Kimberly W . Ross ’93
Stuart M . Salsbury ’71
Edward Manno Shumsky ’73
Charles “Chuck” M . Tatelbaum ’66
Tamika Tremaglio ’95
Marcus L . Wang ’08
A L U M N I  B O A R D
The purpose of the Alumni Board is to engage the Law School’s alumni, friends, stakeholders, and current, 
prospective, and admitted students by planning and executing outreach efforts designed to engage the Maryland 
Carey Law community as a way to promote the mission and achievements of the School . Thank you to all current and 
past members of the Alumni Board . 
The Hon . Steven V . Adler ’07 
(President)
Natalie R . Amato ’11
Maria A . Apostolaros ’03
Douglas J . Baralo ’08
Nina Basu ’08
Joseph L . Beavers ’03
Sidonie A . Becton ’17
Nicholas T . Blendy ’08
LTCOL Robert G . Bracknell ’99
Jamar R . Brown ’11
Jodie E . Buchman ’99
Prabir Chakrabarty ’94
Joey Tsu-Yi Chen ’10
Ranjit Dhindsa ’95
Ryan R . Dietrich ’04
Van C . Durrer ’93
Jhanelle A . Graham ’13
Christina Jurkiewicz Grigorian ’96
Puja Gupta ’08
Angela Hanks ’10
Karen Federman Henry ’84
Amir A . Heyat ’12
Kim Y . Johnson ’93
Talley H . Kovacs ’09
Jonathan M . Kucskar ’08  
(Immediate Past President)
Erin Frazee Masini ’09
Nicole K . McConlogue ’10
Lindsey N . McCulley ’12
David J . McManus, Jr . ’83
Richard H . Melnick ’85
Marguerite E .H . Morrison ’81
Lou Patalano, IV ’00
Amy L . Petkovsek ’06
Bryan K . Saxton ’09  
(President-Elect)
Jeremy S . Scholtes ’08
Michelle Daugherty Siri ’02
Jo Carol Snyder ’98
Thaila K . Sundaresan ’08
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The Hon . Ellen M . Heller ’77 &  
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Henry H . Hopkins ’68 &  
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Prof . Alan D . Hornstein &  
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Yitai Hu ’94
Howard K . Kurman ’75 &  
Roslyn Kurman
Christine C . Osborne 
Dr . Eric Peltosalo ’74
Prof . Robert V . Percival
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Stuart M . Salsbury ’71 &  
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Dr . Beth Gail Diamond
James R . Brown III ’61 *
Stanford G . Gann ’55 
Ruthellen Hammer ’53
Brad Kantor
Robert J . Kim ’83
Harriet Z . Levy
David M . Lynn ’95 
Jim Neary & Rebecca Neary
Joseph Sedwick Sollers III ’82
































E Scott D . Berman & Sandra P . Berman
Prof . David S . Bogen &  
Patricia Y . Ciricillo
Robert J . Carson ’61
The Hon . Benjamin R . Civiletti ’61 
Kirk J . Emge ’74
Herbert S . Garten ’51
Sandra P . Gohn ’79
James E . Gray ’70
James J . Hanks Jr . ’67 &  
Sabine Hanks
Lawrence L . Hooper Jr . ’78
Ava E . Lias-Booker ’86 &  
Earl Thomas Booker IV
Thomas A . Lisle ’66
John D . North ’77
William J . Pittler ’59 &  
Helene K . Pittler
Deborah Lynne Potter ’90
Dr . Mia Martin Puyang ’99
William Schab Jr . ’74
Neil J . Schechter ’81 &  
Marjorie A . Corwin ’81
Sigmund Shapiro &  
Barbara K . Shapiro
Jeffrey A . Wyand ’77 &  
Dr . Roxanna Wolfe
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“ M Y  S C H O L A R S H I P  WA S  I N S T R U M E N TA L  I N  M Y  D E C I S I O N 
T O  C H O O S E  M A R Y L A N D  C A R E Y  L AW.  K N O W I N G  T H E 
F I N A N C I A L  B U R D E N  W O U L D  B E  L E S S E N E D  B Y  S U C H  A 
G I F T  G AV E  M E  P E A C E  O F  M I N D .  T H E  B I G G E S T  G I F T  T H E 
S C H O L A R S H I P  H A S  G R A N T E D  M E  I S  T H E  A B I L I T Y  T O 
P U R S U E  T H E  L E G A L  C A R E E R  I  H AV E  A  T R U E  PA S S I O N 
F O R ,  R AT H E R  T H A N  F E E L I N G  P R E S S U R E D  T O  C H O O S E 
T H E  C A R E E R  M O S T  C O N G R U E N T  T O  PAY I N G  B A C K 
S T U D E N T  L O A N S . ” 



















Lewis J . Baker ’73
The Hon . Samuel W . Barrick ’52
Stephen R . Beard ’75
Joseph L . Beavers ’03
Hope I . Berman
Richard O . Berndt ’67
Natalie Blum
Joan G . Boros ’80
Darrell N . Braman ’88
Robert G . Brewer Jr . ’76
The Hon . Josef B . Brown ’59 &  
Gloria Gottlieb Brown
David S . Cade ’85
Robert Thomas Caffrey
Paul S . Caiola ’95
Prof . Danielle Citron
Lawrence D . Coppel ’69
Robert B . Curran ’74
Mathias J . DeVito ’56
Ranjit Singh Dhindsa ’95
William B . Dulany ’53 *
Van Clinton Durrer II ’93
Robert H . Dyer Jr . ’74 &  
The Hon . L . Paige Marvel ’74
Alan D . Eason ’77
Robert E . L . Eaton Jr . ’66
John C . Eidleman ’69
The Hon . James R . Eyler ’67 &  
The Hon . Deborah Sweet Eyler ’81
The Hon . John F . Fader II ’68
Kevin P . Fay ’73
Andrew W . Finley ’83
Paul Anthony Fioravanti Jr . ’97 & 
Shannon Fioravanti
Heather Foss
Howard M . Friedel ’62
The Hon . Karen Chaya Friedman ’97 
& Howard Friedman
Louis F . Friedman ’65 &  
Phyllis C . Friedman ’77 
Jonathan M . Genn ’82
Chuck Gifford & Jackie Gifford
Sally B . Gold ’76
Richard R . Goldberg ’64
Assoc . Dean Barbara S . Gontrum 
Christina Jurkiewicz Grigorian ’96
Marylee Hannan ’90
Joseph R . Hardiman ’62
Lowell G . Herman ’77
The Hon . Marcella A . Holland ’83
James S . Jacobs ’78 & Hillary Jacobs
Elizabeth M . Kameen ’83
Frederick Singley Koontz ’73
Richard J . Kypta ’83
Kyle P . Legg
John F . Lessner ’93
Roberta Levy-Dodge
David Michael Charles Lewis ’97 & 
Robin Schoeps Lewis ’97
Ronald P . Locke ’79
Richard J . Marks ’93
The Hon . Robert H . Mason ’69
Robert H . McGowan ’84
David J . McManus Jr . ’83
Megan K . Mechak ’03
Bruce S . Mendelsohn ’77
Charles O . Monk II ’74
Prof . Paula A . Monopoli
Michael F . Patton ’73
Bernard G . Peter, Jr . ’69 &  
Ellen C . Peter
William Piermattei ’99 &  
Rebecca G . Piermattei ’99
Charles Reuland
Megan Nichols Rosan ’06
Gilbert Rosenthal ’57 &  
Lora A . Rosenthal
Kimberly W . Ross ’93
The Hon . George L . Russell Jr . ’54
Edward L . Sanford ’78





Jo Carol Snyder ’98
James B . Stradtner ’60
Xochitl S . Strohbehn ’09
Hugh R . Thomas ’88 &  
Jennifer Harris Thomas ’88
The Hon . Thomas J . Waxter Jr . ’62
Susan L . Whaley ’78
Thomas M . Wilson III ’71
Alicia L . Wilson ’07
Roger D . Winston ’79




























S The Hon . Alison L . Asti ’79
Andrew H . Baida ’83 &  
Cynthia L . Spell ’85
Elizabeth S . Baker ’73
The Hon . Robert M . Bell
Jonathan H . Bliley ’08
Richard Bloch ’71
Shara L . Boonshaft ’02
Neal D . Borden ’66
Cleo P . Braver ’81
Michael Benjamin Brown ’15 &  
Susan R . Schipper ’15
Rita G . Browne ’10
Ronald C . Brubaker ’61
Timothy J . Burch ’94
Dorothy Lane Campbell *
Dr . Alan T . Cariski ’89
Martin Michael Carpenter ’63
Prabir Chakrabarty ’94
Rhonda Pindell Charles ’79
Joey Tsu-Yi Chen ’10
Michael D . Citren ’86
John L . Clark Jr . ’80 &  
The Hon . Alice P . Clark ’82
Prof . Robert J . Condlin
Sean C . Connors ’80
James W . Constable ’68
Mark D . Coplin ’52
Heather S . Culp ’03
Henry E . Dugan Jr . ’73
Laura L . Dunn ’14
Saul A . Ehrenpreis ’11 &  
Serra J . Schlanger ’11
Prof . Deborah T . Eisenberg
Nadine G . Felix ’87
Andrew J . Felser ’81
Morton P . Fisher Jr . & Ann P . Fisher
W . Thomas Fountain ’68
James J . Gitomer ’72
Hedy H . Gordon ’83
Ann Clary Gordon ’76
Andrew Jay Graham
Alan M . Grochal ’77 &  
Barbara Sugarman Grochal
Gwen R . Grogan ’00
Maxine Z . Grosshans
Mark J . Hardcastle ’76
Mark K . Harrison ’87 &  
Stephanie R . Harrison ’88
Karen L . Federman Henry ’84
Ann S . Hobbs ’91
Kim Oster Holstein
Michele Hotten
Timothy J . Hynes III ’74
John B . Isbister ’77
Iyanrick W . John ’06
Shana Campbell Jones ’03
Steven Kahn & Dana Kahn
Robert R . Kern Jr . ’73
Joseph F . Key ’99 &  
Ann Marie C . Key
Stephen S . Kho ’95
Gary E . Klausner ’74
William J . Kobokovich Jr . ’79
Judith Koffsky
Mark H . Kolman ’71
John W . Kraus ’48 *
Jonathan M . Kucskar ’08 &  
Emily L . Levenson ’07
Vincent J . Leahy Jr . ’60
Kim-Bun Li ’97
Leonard M . Linton Jr . ’69
John K . Lyons ’85
Jeffrey W . Maddrey ’92 &  
Nicole M . Maddrey ’92
Wayne L . Maggin ’81
Robert A . Manekin ’73 &  
Vivian D . Manekin
Robert A . Manzi ’70
David M . Martin ’88
Erin Frazee Masini ’09
Roseanne M . Matricciani ’89
Lindsey N . McCulley ’12
J . Michael McGuire ’78
Michael A . Meredith ’68 &  
Carolyn F . Meredith
Abel J . Merrill ’64
Thomas M . Messana ’90
Jacob Y . Miliman ’51
Connie M . Molter ’13
Joseph T . Moran Jr . ’72
Jerome A . Nicholas Jr . ’78
Jerald J . Oppel ’70
Elton L . Owens ’03
Dr . Karen Parrusky
Cathy Pascale
Prof . Frank A . Pasquale, III 
Prof . Michael Pinard
Thomas J . Renner ’70
Arthur L . Rocklin ’58
The Hon . Lawrence F . Rodowsky ’56
Glen Roseborough &  
Shelley Roseborough
Andrew R . Sandler ’75
Matthew R . Schroll ’09 &  
Katrin Hussmann Schroll ’09
Marjorie T . Shapiro
Steven J . Sibel ’85
Terri Ann Silverman
Prof . Judy B . Sloan ’75
The Hon . James T . Smith Jr . ’68 & 
Sandra  C . Smith
Norman L . Smith ’85
Jason Michael St . John ’00
Joyce H . Stanley ’93
John T . Stinson Jr . ’08
Dr . Einar Stole ’00
Prof . Maureen A . Sweeney
R . Wayne Sweney ’74
William C . Trimble Jr . ’64
Judith S . Waranch ’74
Lawrence I . Wachtel ’76
Prof . Ellen M . Weber & Greg Schaler
Prof . Marley S . Weiss
The Hon . Pamela J . White
Jane A . Wilson ’87
Walter E . Wilson ’91
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“ I  G I V E  B A C K  T O  M A R Y L A N D  C A R E Y  L AW  B E C A U S E  I  A M 
PAY I N G  I T  F O R WA R D .  I  S TA N D  O N  T H E  S H O U L D E R S  O F 
T H O S E  W H O  C A M E  B E F O R E  M E  A N D  I  A M  S O  G R AT E F U L . ” 


















Kenneth B . Abel ’92
Andrew Altshuler
John A . Andryszak ’76
Judith A . Armold ’71
Judge Sherrie R . Bailey
Sedira S . Banan ’11
Jana R . Barnett ’76 &  
Ronald Hunsicker
Susan Leonard Bayly
Herbert J . Belgrad ’61
James R . Benjamin Jr . ’01
Russell J . Bennett ’67
Harvey J . Berger ’70
Herbert Better ’68
Prof . Andrew Blair-Stanek
Elizabeth A . Cooper Block ’89
Paul Bloomberg ’78
Naana A . Boampong ’14
Jeffrey W . Bolotin ’70
The Hon . James A . Bonifant ’82
Richard V . Boswell ’73
Christopher K . Bowen ’88
The Hon . Perry G . Bowen Jr . ’50
Prof . Kathryn Webb Bradley ’88
Eric B . Bruce ’94
Lawrence J . Bullard ’05
Joseph Cammarata &  
Roxana Cammarata
Kevin M . Capinpin
Eleanor M . Carey ’73
The Hon . William M . Cave ’61
Alice C . Cherbonnier ’75
Caroline D . Ciraolo ’93
David B . Clissold ’96
Elliott Cohan
The Hon . Richard A . Cooper ’67 & 
Martha Cooper
Glenn M . Cooper ’73
Barbara J . Cooper
Justin A . Coussoule ’05 &  
Amanda Coussoule
A . Robert Davison ’65 & Paula Katz
Stewart Deutsch ’59
John H . Ditto Jr . ’58
Kimberle E . Dodd ’99 &  
William D . Jacques ’99
Emerson L . Dorsey Jr . ’79
David R . Durfee Jr . ’84 &  
Debora L . Clovis ’84
Meryl L . K . Eddy ’82
Mary Baker Edwards ’89
Joseph B . Espo ’90
Richard J . Facciolo ’96
John Frederick
Favazza, Jr . ’97
Michael E . Field ’94
Charles Fish
Rochelle Block Fowler ’87 &  
Newton B . Fowler III
Daniel P . Gahagan ’79
The Hon . Askew W . Gatewood Jr . ’76
John A . Gaughan ’77
Jerome G . Geraghty ’76
Samara R . Gerson ’02 &  
Shane Gerson
Edward J . Gilliss ’80 &  
Barbara S . Gilliss
Saul E . Gilstein ’76
Stephen A . Goldberg ’76 &  
Minda F . Goldberg ’76
Stephen N . Goldberg ’71
Frank R . Goldstein ’67
Prof . Leigh Goodmark
Jessica A . Gray ’04
Barry C . Greenberg ’84 &  
Brenda Jo Wilson ’86
Glenn M . Grossman ’75
Thomas W . W . Haines ’67
Calvin I . Hamburger ’61 &  
Ina B . Hamburger
Angela N . Hanks ’10
Gregory K . Hare ’76
The Hon . Glenn T . Harrell Jr . ’70
Jane M . Hauser ’01
Mark Heitin
Prof . Diane E . Hoffmann
Prof . Kathleen S . Hoke ’92
David W . Hotes ’95
Benjamin C . Hu ’09
Cynthia A . Hugoniot
Timothy M . Hurley ’06 &  
Anne E . Haffner-Hurley ’06
John W . Jansak ’65
Jay L . Jensen ’85
Randel Keith Johnson ’79 &  
Cassandra Tsintolas Johnson ’78
Cameron Jordan ’15
Dave Kahng
Laurence M . Katz ’63 &  
Sandra L . Katz
E . Robert Kent Jr . ’75 &  
Townsend Kent
Wallace Kleid ’71
Talley H . Kovacs ’09
Susan L . Krinsky
Tracy D . Kulikowski ’02
Walter E . Laake Jr . ’70
Anne S . Langley ’99
George S . Lawler ’78 &  
The Hon . Theresa A . Lawler ’77
The Hon . Victor H . Laws III ’78 & 
Jean S . Laws ’78
Gerald H . Lean ’68 &  
Selma Rozga Lean
Harold J . Leigh ’70
Dr . Sarah A . Leonhard ’93
Andrew G . Levy ’77
William M . Levy ’59
Thomas B . Lewis ’76
Erik Jordan Lichter ’97
Lionell M . Lockhart ’55
Lawrence Z . Lorber ’70
Laurens MacLure Jr . ’81 &  
Anne MacLure
Lloyd S . Mailman ’54
The Hon . Albert J . Matricciani Jr . ’73
Robert E . Mazer ’79
Mark D . McCurdy ’81
Brian J . McNamara ’86
William C . Megary ’75
Suvita Melehy ’95
Susan Huesman Mitchell ’96
Joseph E . Moore ’68
Randall C . Morgan ’74
Asst . Dean Dana L . Morris
Marguerite E . H . Morrison ’81
The Hon . Charles E . Moylan Jr . ’55
Susan S . Myerberg ’76
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S The Hon . Marc H . Nachman ’81
Scott A . Nelson ’93
Cara L . O’Brien ’07
Mary E . O’Byrne ’99 &  
Marsden H . McGuire
Samantha C . Ofori ’12 &  
Curtis Ofori
Jack Olender
Stephen C . Orenstein ’68
Marika McVey Ostendorf ’87
Matt M . Paavola ’79
Oliver S . Palmer ’80
Louis Patalano IV ’00
Jude Pate & Christine Pate
Prof . Thomas E . Plank ’74
The Hon . Mary Louise Preis ’83
K . Donald Proctor ’69
Joshua E . Raff ’77
The Hon . W . Milnor Roberts ’72
Darlene Salatto Rose
The Hon . David K . Rumsey ’70
William H . Sandy ’53
Maureen P . Sanelli ’92
Adam Sapirstein & Sally Sapirstein
The Hon . Bonnie S . Gullatt Schneider 
’88
Martin H . Schreiber II ’92
Jaimin B . Shah ’08
Indira K . Sharma ’06
Susan D . Shubin ’81
Josh Silverman
Prof . Jana Singer
Mark A . Singerman ’54 &  
Lore N . Singerman
Michael W . Siri ’01 &  
Michelle Daugherty Siri ’02
Christopher A . Smith ’01 &  
Meagan N . Newman ’03
The Hon . Paul A . Smith Sr . ’67
David W . Stamper ’00
Lawrence B . Steele III ’71
Robin L . Stevenson ’13
Rita P . Stolper ’79
Walter R . Stone ’67
Mark D . Sullivan ’91
Thaila K . Sundaresan ’08
H . Alfred Tarrant Jr . ’61
Stephen D . Terman ’76
M . Melinda Thompson ’81
Michael Kenneth Tracton ’99
Kenneth Y . Turnbull ’99 &  
Leslie H . Spiegel ’00
Jackson G . Upton ’82
George R . Walls ’70
Dr . Martin P . Wasserman ’77
Beverly L . Winstead ’08
J . Thomas Wolfe ’73
Kathleen Ann Yodice ’86
William P . Young Jr . ’65 &  
Frances M . Young
W . Paul Zampol ’77
“ I  S U P P O RT  M A R Y L A N D  C A R E Y  L AW  B E C A U S E  O F  I T S 
S T R O N G  F A C U LT Y,  S T U D E N T  B O D Y,  A N D  A L U M N I 
M E M B E R S H I P.  B U T  M O S T  O F  A L L  B E C A U S E  O F  T H E 
L E G A L  S E R V I C E S  I T  P R O V I D E S  T O  T H E  C O M M U N I T Y 
W H O  W O U L D  N O T  O T H E R W I S E  H AV E  A C C E S S  T O  T H E S E 
S E R V I C E S  A N D  T H E  R O L E  M O D E L  T H I S  S E T S  F O R  T H E 
S T U D E N T S . ” 
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Although Chelsea Kadish ’15, 
Associate at McCarthy Wilson, 
LLP in Rockville, Maryland, is a 
recent graduate from Maryland 
Carey Law, she thought it was 
important to make a gift, no 
matter what the size . “I have 
no expectation that my small 
contribution is going to have 
any great change on the school, 
but by the same token, a small 
gift did not have any serious 
financial impact on my ability 
to pay back my substantial 
student loans or have any real 
effect on the other financial 
stressors that come from being 
a recent law school grad,” she 
says .
Kadish says that in 2012 when 
she moved to Maryland to 
start law school, she knew 
next to no one . Five years 
later, that decision has had a 
tremendous impact on her life . 
“The law school—whether the 
institution itself or the people 
that I met along the way—has 
been instrumental in opening 
doors for me . Just about every 
fellowship, externship, job, and 
opportunity that I have had 
over the last five years has 
been connected to my time at 
Maryland Carey Law,” explains 
Kadish . “Whether it was 
professors who remembered 
me from class, alumni who 
shared an opportunity, or 
friends who just wanted to 
help .”
“I am not in a position to make 
a major gift or get a building 
or program named after me, 
but I am able to do something, 
and that is what I felt was 
most important—that I gave 
something .”
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Stanley D . Abrams ’66
Yodeski Y . Acquie ’13
Stanton G . Ades
The Hon . Sally D . Adkins ’75
The Hon . Steven V . Adler ’07
Umber Aggarwal ’17
Jonathan Ilsong Ahn ’92
Syeda Sarah Akhtar ’14
Edward J . Albert ’59
Michelle D . Albert ’10
Kerishe R . Allen ’15
June M . Alt ’97
Jacob Altshuler ’17
Gil S . Amaral ’89
Natalie R . Amato ’11
Mark Ambrico
Gary R . Anderson ’72
Marcia E . Anderson ’99
Michelle C . Andoll ’96
The Hon . Edward J . Angeletti ’63
Dr . Maria A . Apostolaros ’03
Morgan Arons ’15
Adetokunbo Arowojolu ’17
Dr . Deborah J . Arrindell ’97
Kevin F . Arthur ’87
Joseph J . Askin ’58
Margaret A . Attanasio ’88
Kevin L . Attridge ’10 &  
Elise M . Attridge ’10
Jennifer Auger ’17
Jacqueline G . Badders ’03
Katherine E . Baer ’04
William R . Bailey ’82
Matthew Ballard ’04
Ruben G . Ballesteros ’93
Ann E . Bands Doyle ’92
Andrew Bank
Prof . Taunya L . Banks
Douglas J . Baralo ’08
The Hon . Mary Ellen Barbera ’84 & 
The Hon . Gary E . Bair
Lindsay R . Barnes ’12
Stephanie Kaye Baron ’03
The Hon . Jean Baron
Prof . Jane F . Barrett ’76
David P . Barry ’15
Nina Basu ’08
Joseph E . Baumgartner Jr . ’55
The Hon . Donald E . Beachley ’80
Robert S . Beasley ’76
Michael D . Beattie ’04
Keith W . Bell ’73
Thomas M . Bell ’86
M . Ramsay Bell ’80
Stephen C . Bellum ’11
Matthew Evan Bennett ’96
David L . Bennett ’78
Sandra Z . Berenson
Steven Michael Berger ’90
Kimberly A . Berger
Michael F . Berkey ’76
Barry K . Berkson ’52
Michael M . Berlin ’79
Sherry B . Berlin ’81
Charles Berman &  
Madeline C . Berman
Douglas C . Bernheim
Rachelle F . Bernstecker
Veronica Berruz ’09
Eric C . Besch ’01 & Terry Besch
Alison Best ’17
Alan Betten ’76
Prof . Barbara Bezdek
Frances F . Bilak ’78
Patrick A . Birck ’81
John M . Bird ’00
Mary Biscoe-Hall ’15
Carol Ann Bittner
Andrei M . Blakely ’11
Dan A . Blakinger ’80
Debra Scurnick Block ’89
Shannon M . Bloodworth ’00
Robert L . Bloom ’77
Matthew B . Bogin
Prof . Richard C . Boldt
Gale C . Bonanno ’91
Sherri L . Booye ’98
Alan W . Borst Jr . ’83
Ellen Cohen Bosworth ’86
Daniel Bosworth ’17
The Hon . William L . Boulden ’83
O . Ray Bourland III ’79
Michael L . Bouyea ’02 &  
Laura A . Bouyea ’03
Allison J . Boyle ’02
S . Stansbury Brady Jr . ’76
Max F . Brauer ’12 & Caitlin Brauer
The Hon . Nathan Braverman ’81 &  
Lynn B . Sassin ’81
Salomee Briggs ’17
Arthur L . Brill ’64
Kate B . Briscoe ’01
Jamar R . Brown ’11
Devon D . Brown ’88
Michael J . Brown ’93
Stephanie D . Pullen Brown ’91
Lorna Tracy Brown ’79
Olga M . Bruning ’75
Lori L . Bruun ’94
Glenn P . Bryant ’02
Matthew M . Bryant ’07
The Hon . Yvette M . Bryant ’86
Jodie E . Buchman ’99
Arthur Buchman &  
Sandy Buchman
Dr . B . P . Brenya Buchulski ’86
Debbie S . Buchwald ’84
Deborah Harcum Buie ’88
Joan Saloschin Bunning ’79
Rachel P . Burch ’15
Raymond Daniel Burke ’78
Lisa Y . Burton-Oglesby ’93
Amy B . Caiazza ’11
James F . Caldwell ’59
Henry Callegary ’17
Clarence L . Campbell ’75
Jhonell Campbell
Felicia C . Cannon
Irvin N . Caplan ’61
The Hon . Hilary D . Caplan ’61
Senator Benjamin L . Cardin ’67 &  
Myrna B . Cardin
The Hon . Jon S . Cardin ’01
Julia L . Cardozo ’11
William E . Carlson ’83
Eileen A . Carpenter ’77
Robert G . Carr ’61
The Hon . William O . Carr ’73
John H . Carter III ’90
Toi Y . Carter ’83
Hope Carter
Bruce T . Carton ’92
Louise Carwell
The Hon . James P . Casey ’79 &  
The Hon . Evelyn Omega Cannon
Evelyn Castillo ’15






The Hon . Sally C . Chester ’79
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Prof . Maxwell Chibundu
Julia C . Chill ’07
MeeHo Chin
Teresa Christian





Michele Levy Cohen ’90
Joan Cohen 
Opeyemi Coker ’15
Prof . Douglas L . Colbert &  
Suzanne Sangree
Hannah Cole-Chu ’17
The Hon . Leeland Cole-Chu
Michael P . Collins Jr . ’17
H . Mark Colvin ’74 &  
The Hon . Nancy B . Shuger ’74
Thomas F . Comber III ’51
L . Rodney Compton ’60
The Hon . William G . Connelly ’76 & 
Darlene A . Connelly
James M . Connolly ’95
Delores C . Cooke ’87
Matthew B . Cooper ’91
Carol Ghinger Cooper ’02
Rachel Cooper ’17
Theodore Bernard Cornblatt ’66
Carmen Elsa Cortes-Sykes ’90
Claire V . Costantino ’14
Ronald Elliott Council, Jr . ’97
Donald J . Crawford ’66
Belinda M . Crews ’95
Kevin C . Cruz ’14
Claudia R . Cubas ’08
Eugene W . Cunningham Jr . ’81
Diane J . Curran ’81
Prof . Karen Czapanskiy
Nissim Dahan ’78
Terry J . Dailey ’79
Victoria O . Daka ’14
Anthony J . Danesi ’97
Melanie Dang ’14
The Hon . David G . Danziger ’60
Franklin A . Dash ’80
Dr . Michael David ’99
Thomas J . Davis ’76
Nicole Daya ’17
Melinda M . De Atley ’01
Ann M . DeBlasi ’95
Bessie M . Decker
Prof . Jerome E . Deise
Stephen Demos ’17
Brian C . Denton ’82 &  
M . Theresa McDonough ’82
Vanessa Destime ’17
Michael I . Diamond ’85
Yvette N . Diamond ’85
Luis C . Diaz ’12
Joanne M . Dicus ’85
Ryan R . Dietrich ’04
Edward S . Digges III ’04
Sheldon N . Dobres ’65
Michael P . Donnelly ’76
Mark D . Dopkin ’67
Michael Dowling ’17
Daniel G . Downer Jr . ’74
Glenn Downes IV ’17
William W . Downes Jr . ’76
Christopher R . Doyle ’89
Cristina E . Dugan ’05
Herbert I . Dunn ’70
Leah V . Durant ’04
Gardner M . Duvall ’86
The Hon . G . Edward Dwyer Jr . ’71
Prof . Eric B . Easton ’89 19

















Barry A . Edelberg ’82
Millicent D . Edwards-Gordon ’82
Stephen M . Ehudin ’60
Katrina Eiden ’17
Ashley Eiler
Karen London Elliott ’88
Kathleen A . Ellis ’86
Barbara J . Entwistle ’79
Philip E . Epstein ’65
Robert M . Ercole ’80
Ellen Cornelius Ericson ’05 &  
Daniel W . Ericson
Phyllis J . Erlich ’67
Devynne Espeut
Brenda S . Ewing ’85
Suzanne K . Farace ’87
Thomas Faulk ’86
Joshua J . Felsen ’02 &  
Christina R . Felsen ’02
James M . Fensterwald ’83
Gregg J . Fernandes ’99
Stanley S . Fine ’68
Ted Fine & Michelle Fine
Julie A . Finegan ’00
Jeanne M . Fink ’98
Christine E . Fischer Senseney ’78
Irvin L . Fishbein ’55
Jeanette Plante Fitzpatrick ’81
David M . Fleishman ’76
Kimberly Foerster ’17
Carol Lee Fogler ’91
Arlene S . Ford ’79
Earl M . Foreman ’50
Sydney L . Fortmann ’17
Thomas L . Francy ’73
Shannon Frede ’16
Charles Freeland ’65 &  
Beverly K . Freeland
Monte Fried ’67
Eugene A . Friedman ’64
Barbara J . Fuller ’96
Lucy Mac Gabhann
Marvin C . Gaer ’78
Dr . Earl P . Galleher Jr .
Emily Gallin ’17
Alan N . Gamse ’67 &  
Barbara G . Gamse
William S . Gann ’72
Sally Ganzfried
Geoffrey R . Garinther
The Hon . John H . Garmer ’64
Gene M . Garner II ’86
J . John Gasparre ’59
Ronald S . Gass ’79
Robyn Gaudon ’17
The Hon . Susan K . Gauvey
Richard D . Gelfman ’72 &  
The Hon . Lenore R . Gelfman
Helmut E . Gerlach ’97
Harold L . German Jr . ’86
The Hon . Joseph M . Getty ’96
Prof . Donald G . Gifford
Col . James C . Gleason ’73 &  
Candace C . Gleason
Howard Gofreed ’72
Joanna Boettinger Goger ’00
Ivar Goldart ’71
Yale L . Goldberg ’61
Stephen M . Goldberg ’77
Prof . Daniel S . Goldberg &  
Marion K . Goldberg ’95
Shraga B . Goldenhersh ’03
Brian A . Goldman ’71
Herbert Goldman ’66
Evan L . Goldman ’79
Cathy Goldman
Leslie E . Goldsborough ’89
Joseph P . Gonzalez ’64
Rhonda Goodman
Martin Goozman ’74
Barry E . Gordon ’69
Marion L . Gosnell ’91
Robert B . Goss ’78
Jhanelle A . Graham ’13
Rachel Westmoreland Granfield ’11
Dan Grant
Prof . David Gray
Karen Goldmeier Green ’93
Emily E . Green ’04
Prof . Michael Greenberger
The Hon . Clayton Greene Jr . ’76
Sarajane Greenfeld
Andrew B . Greenspan ’85
Eric A . Grote ’15
Kenneth Gubin ’68
Toby A . Guerin Treem ’02
Puja Gupta ’08
Edward J . Gutman ’57
Rebecca E . Gwilt ’10
Samantha Hailey-Granderson ’05
Sandra F . Haines ’80
Waller S . Hairston ’62
Rebecca Wizeman Hall ’13
Robert J . Hameroff ’78
Carole B . Hamlin ’83
William K . Hammond ’82
Glen L . Hampton ’71
James Handley ’17
Janet B . Handy ’80
Prof . Susan Hankin
Patrick D . Hanley ’76
Courtney A . Hannon ’14
Christopher A . Hansen ’63
Hilary Hansen
Susan H . Harbort ’86
Kenneth N . Harris ’15
Frederick S . Harris ’63
Terry J . Harris ’01
Richard W . Harris ’82
Chad E . Harris ’07
Lauren Harrison ’17
Ronald E . Harvey ’76
Alvin Harvey & Tabitha Harvey
Helyna M . Haussler ’02
Noah Hawk
Ziyi He ’17
Julien A . Hecht ’78
Raymond A . Hein ’86
Frank O . Heintz ’76
William L . Helfand ’78
Dennis M . Henderson ’72
James E . Henson Sr . ’79
Jeffrey M . Herrema ’01
Jennifer Herring
Sharon Renie Herron ’97
Marc J . Hertzberg ’95
Gina C . Hertzig ’86
Jesse Hervitz ’17
Charles F . Hilberg III ’17
Brian D . Hill ’12
Ethel B . Hill ’87
Tacey J . Himelfarb ’96
Robert A . Hoffman ’82 &  
Abigail Schussheim Hoffman ’89
Ann F . Hoffman ’72
Charles M . Hogg Jr . ’94
K . Christy Holt-Chesser ’85 &  
Scott P . Chesser
The Hon . C . Yvonne Holt-Stone ’79
Harvey A . Holzman ’64
Dennis J . Hoover ’79
Frederick M . Hopkins ’92 &  
Christine K . McSherry ’91
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The Hon . John Addison Howard ’73 
& Katherine Kelly Howard ’80
Charlton T . Howard III ’88
Anthony S . Howden ’16
The Hon . Barbara Kerr Howe ’69
Peter J . Huang ’85
Suzanne N . Hulthage ’01
Phillip A . Hummel ’08
Franklin W . Hunt ’77
Jessica A . Hurtado ’10
David S . Iannucci ’79
Daniel W . Ingersoll ’07
Craig M . Ingram ’72
Jessica Ionetz
Douglas R . Irminger ’83
Hillary Irvin ’17
Iram Islam ’10
Matthew J . Jablow
Hilary Jacobs ’15
The Hon . Julian I . Jacobs ’60
Richard L . Jaklitsch ’83 &  
The Hon . Michele D . Jaklitsch ’83
C . Laurence Jenkins Jr . ’70
The Hon . Karen Murphy A . Jensen 
’80
Christine A . Jochim ’08
Wesley C . Jockisch ’64
Quincey R . Johnson ’93
Stephen H . Johnson ’84
Kim Yvette Johnson ’93
Natalie Johnson ’17
Reed Joiner & Ann Joiner
Althea R . Jones ’90 &  
George Jones Jr .
Sheryl L . Jones ’93
Timothy W . Josiah ’80
Aaron C . Kadish ’68
Chelsea Kadish ’15
William S . Kalis ’67
The Hon . Marvin S . Kaminetz ’68
Robin Frazier Kandel ’92
The Hon . Raymond J . Kane Jr . ’63
John C . Kang ’95
Dean Kasian ’86
Dr . Leon D . Katz
James L . Katz ’78
Brian D . Katzenberg ’11
Andrew S . Katzenberg ’07
The Hon . Barbara Keenan
The Hon . Duncan W . Keir ’75
Gary M . Kelly ’77
Jeremiah J . Kelly ’08
Kevin P . Kelly &  
Deanna Kelly
Kathleen P . Kennedy ’13
Chris Kennedy & Bridget Kennedy
Stephen W . Kiehl ’12
John W . Kim ’03
Susan Durbin Kinter ’90
Fernando Kirkman ’17
Elaine McCoy Kirstaetter ’82
The Hon . D . Adam Kline ’72
Benjamin A . Klopman ’80
R . Jeff Knight ’08 &  
Heidi Price Knight ’08
David M . Kochanski ’73
Keith E . Kolodgie ’92
Mark C . Kopec & Melissa A . Kopec
Marc A . Korman ’10
Alvin J . Kraft ’72
Anne K . Kramer ’63
Jonathan R . Krasnoff ’80
Henry G . Kreh ’61
Sharon Krevor-Weisbaum ’87 &  
Harold R . Weisbaum
Matthew Krimski ’15
Abram J . Kronsberg ’76 &  
Robin F . Kaplan ’76
The Hon . Warren J . Krug ’69




Jacob M . Lambert ’14
The Hon . Lawrence S . Lanahan Jr . 
’63
Barbara E . Larson ’04
Stephanie Latimore ’91
Karen Lattibeaudiere ’17
Dr . Robert A . Lavin &  
Tracy J . Joselson
The Hon . Gary G . Leasure ’72
The Hon . Benson E . Legg
Dorothy J . Lennig ’87
Celeste A . Letourneau ’04
The Hon . Jeffrey R . Levenson ’81
Dinah S . Leventhal ’96
Joseph C . Levin ’64
Prof . Susan P . Leviton ’72
Marilyn R . Levitt ’98
John Lewis ’14
Regina Hollins Lewis ’87
C . Teddy Li ’99





The Hon . George M . Lipman ’76
Alexandria Lippincott ’98
Xheni Llaguri ’15
Michael M . Lloyd ’01
Alexis M . Lockshin ’06
The Hon . Michele E . Loewenthal ’83
Fred S . London ’64
Charles J . Long ’76
The Hon . M . Kenneth Long Jr . ’73
Robert L . Lorenzo ’90
Barbara F . Loughman ’80
Veronica Love ’15
Dr . Abigail Lubow ’12
Cara J . Luther ’86
Randall M . Lutz ’70
Margherita Luzzi ’90
David M . Lyon ’75 &  
Katharine M . Lyon
James M . Mac Donald ’69
Maureen F . Mackey ’78
Molly K . Madden ’12
Ava-Marie Madeam ’99
Thomas O . Magnetti ’78
Anna Almon Mahaney ’04
Edward J . Makowski Jr . ’73
Jomar Maldonado ’03
Diane M . Maloney ’84
Cynthia H . Mancini
Louis J . Mancuso ’73
The Hon . James L . Mann Jr . ’69
Karen Mannes
The Hon . Richard W . Manning ’74
Alan W . Margin ’69
Howard S . Margulies ’76
William B . Marker ’76
Richard E . Marrs ’59 &  
Shirlee A . Marrs
C . Michael Marschall ’94
Catherine A . Martin ’99
Larnzell Martin Jr .
Charity Martin
Patrick G . Martinez ’84
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Bradley V . Martorana ’05 &  
Karlene E . Martorana ’06
Kyriakos P . Marudas ’91
Guy B . Maseritz ’66 &  
Sally Jane Maseritz
Cody Mason ’15
Grace McKenna Masson ’79
William T . Mathias ’96 &  
Lisa DeRosa Mathias ’96
John S . Mathias ’79
Jolie H . Matthews ’87
Jennifer A . Matthews ’01
Kevin B . Mattingly ’09
Dr . Mark L . Matulef ’00
Jean B . Mauro ’72
Arthur E . Mc Greevy ’00
Natalie D . McCeney ’79 &  
George B . McCeney
Richard J . McCloskey ’75
Nicole K . McConlogue ’10
Marie McDavid
Christina E . McDonald ’00
Donna S . McDowell ’82
Martin Mcenrue ’17
Matthew E . McGovern ’96
Daniel F . McGuire ’93 &  
Jennifer McGuire
Thomas I . McKnew Jr . ’60
Patricia Lyman McLean ’80
Susan B . McTighe ’88
C . Keith Meiser ’68
Richard H . Melnick ’85
Jill Mendelson & Alan Lobel
Teresa Menendez
Linda J . Meng ’79
James M . Mesnard ’85
Tara C . Messing ’15
James F . Mewborn ’79
John H . Michener ’62
John Mietus
Derrick D . Milburn ’13
Eugene L . Miles III ’71
Greg Miles ’17
Nathan A . Miley ’76
Prof . Michael Millemann
Jerry D . Miller ’86
Max D . Miller Jr . ’75
Holly E . Mirabella ’17
David B . Misler ’08
William A . Mitchell Jr ’04
Brian L . Modeste ’89
William Moomau
Melisa M . C . Moonan ’93
Maritere Morales-Melendez ’01
Harold Mordkofsky ’62 &  
Barbara Mordkofsky
John F . Morkan III ’83
Dr . Ann C . Morrill ’05
Linda Morris ’17
Jay I . Morstein ’71 & Ellen L . Morstein
Stanley I . Morstein ’54 *
April M . Morton ’11
Jerold A . Moses ’82
Roger M . Moskowitz
The Hon . Daniel W . Moylan ’61
Kurt W . Muellenberg ’61
Joseph R . Muffolett ’59
Charles S . Mullett ’63
Shelley B . Mund ’88
Jeffrey H . Myers ’80 & Gail R . Myers
R . Christopher Nalley
Stuart M . Nathan ’76
Ilene J . Nathan ’78
Maria S . Nazarova ’17
Adora E . Ndu ’15
Donald Needle ’62
Christine Barilla Nell ’85
G . Macy Nelson ’81 & Ann MacNeille 
’82
Lisa R . Neuder ’95
Jonathan D . Newman ’94
Sheba M . Newman-Blount ’12
Kenneth D . Nibali ’78 *
The Hon . William M . Nickerson ’62
The Hon . J . Thomas Nissel ’55
Anaga Anne Nmagu ’17
George Norman ’50
Andrew Nussbaum
Hugh A . O’Boyle ’73
Elizabeth G . O’Connell
Brooke A . O’Connell ’15
Conor B . O’Croinin ’04 &  
Dawn P . Lanzalotti O’Croinin ’00
Jodi R . O’Day ’85
Brother Frank J . O’Donnell ’91
Ben Ofori ’17
Joseph J . O’Keefe Jr . ’57
Annilee Oppenheimer
Olamide Orebamjo ’17
Eric G . Orlinsky ’92
Andreas John Ortmeyer




Robert W . Pahr Jr . ’51
Reena Palanivel ’17
David L . Palmer ’73
Michael Pappas
Yvette Pappoe ’17
Ed H . Parkison ’62
The Hon . Floyd L . Parks Jr . ’70
Clarice A . Parrish Lee ’85
Mary L . Parvis
Emily M . Patterson ’13
Susan R . Milner Payne ’00
Deirdre J . Payne ’85
Antoinette D . Paytas ’97
Karen T . Peairs ’04
M . Anne Pearce ’84
Michael S . Pearl ’75
Robin John Pecora ’75
Roger J . Pedersen ’74
Mary Elizabeth Peitersen ’83
Elizabeth M . Pendleton ’80
Ronald W . Peppe II ’87
Brian Marc Perlberg ’97
Ryan S . Perlin ’05
Barbara Kind Perry ’73
Thomas G . Peter ’70
Amy L . Petkovsek ’06
Karel C . Petraitis
Albert E . Phillips ’74
Neal H . Phillips ’88
Angela M . Phillips ’85
Laura A . Pierson-Scheinberg ’01
Stephen M . Pincus ’93
Judith F . Plymyer ’79
Samuel Podberesky ’71 &  
Rosita Podberesky
W . Lyle Poe Jr . ’75
Sandra W . Pohutsky ’86
Joseph K . Pokempner ’62
Leslie J . Polt ’67
Douglas V . Pope ’70
Valerie Floyd Portner ’88
Phillip L . Potts ’74
Thomas K . Prevas ’08
H . Jack Price Jr . ’80
Vincenzo Procopio ’17
Daniel W . Pugh ’94
Dr . Sharon M . Pusin ’05
Prof . Amanda C . Pustilnik
Robert E . Quinlan ’71
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Donna Marie Raffaele ’85
Mary S . Raivel ’93
Barry C . Rascovar &  
Cecelia Hudson Rascovar
James M . Ray ’14
Marie H . Razulis ’81
James P . Redding ’83
Brian M . Reimer ’89
Todd M . Reinecker ’02
Alleck Albert Resnick ’50
Grace Elizabeth Reusing ’90
Prof . William L . Reynolds II
Jeanette Rice ’95
Mary Alice Richardson ’66
The Hon . Barry D . Richmond ’67
Judith Horowitz Richter ’97
Deborah Riede
Michael A . Riedel ’80
Ruth Foley Riley ’90
Raymond C . Rinaldi Sr . ’63
Phyllis J . Ringler ’82
Alice S . Ritchie ’85
Peter B . Robb ’76
James & Laura Robertson
Sharonne Robinson Bonardi ’92
Austin Roche ’17
Dawn D . Rock ’07
Norman P . Rocklin ’53
Cynthia E . Rodgers-Waire ’92 & 
Timothy A . Waire Jr .
Nicholas R . Rodriguez ’15
Stanley B . Rohd ’66
Hilary Payne Roland ’17
Stephane P . Romano ’15
The Hon . Richard T . Rombro ’53
James R . Rosenberg ’88 &  
Melissa W . Rosenberg
Hilda Rosenberg ’80
Matthew A . Rosenblatt ’76
Jonathan S . Rosenthal ’91
Louis J . Rosenthal ’61
Bryan Roslund ’94
Jeffrey D . Ross ’76
Prof . Karen H . Rothenberg
Daniel Rowinsky ’13
Virginia M . Rowthorn ’97
Laurie Rozen
Benjamin J . Rubin ’02
Mark Rubin
The Hon . George L . Russell III ’91
Sheila C . Russian ’93
D . Lee Rutland ’83
Mary Ann Ryan ’88
Dr . Michael G . Ryan & Paula T . Ryan
Douglas J . Ryder ’97
Andrea V . Imredy Saah ’97
Mylee Sabarre ’17
Stuart L . Sagal ’73
Federico Salas-Vega
Barry Kilbourn Salisbury ’81
Marc A . Salvia ’15
The Hon . Gregory Sampson ’85 & 
Ingrid E . McDonald Sampson ’86
Jessica E . Sanet ’08
Matthew Sarna ’17
Steven D . Sass ’89
Mark S . Saudek ’95
William D . Saunders ’80
Jonathan F . Saxton ’91
Mary B . Schaefer ’02
Donna M . Schaeffer ’85
Lori H . Schectel ’99
Robert E . Scher ’78
Nina H . Schichor ’08
Paul R . Schlitz ’51
Stephen A . Schneeberger ’66
John J . Schneider ’85
Richard B . Schreibstein ’74
Cori Schreider ’17
Joshua E . Schultz ’08
Max Schultz ’17
The Hon . Jillyn K . Schulze ’80
Sheldon P . Schuman ’65
Brieanah Schwartz ’17
Jack Schwartz
Arline E . Schwartz
The Hon . Leah J . Seaton ’81
John T . Seery ’14
Jill Reynolds Seidman ’90
Rajni K . Sekhri ’10
Margaret Lynch Selwood ’07 &  
John P . Selwood
Joan E . Sessoms-Ford ’71
Lionel M . Shapiro ’58
Robert A . Shawver ’84
Lee A . Sheller ’78 &  
Dr . Tina Hirsch Sheller
Raymond K . Shin ’08
Keith Shiner
John P . Shoaff ’99
Stephen L . Shochet ’67
Lawrence A . Shulman
Catherine M . Shultz ’80
Stacy L . Siegel ’14
Howard C . Sigler ’71
David A . Silberg ’68
The Hon . Marion Silva ’80
Rita Silverman
Harry E . Silverwood Jr . ’60
Lillian Simmons ’17
Derek S . Simmonsen ’12 &  
Rachel A . Simmonsen ’11
M . Christine Sinelli-Lamos ’95
Darlene A . Skinner ’05
Frederic N . C . Smalkin ’07 &  
Maria Roxanne Smalkin ’06
The Hon . Paul Smelkinson ’61
Henry A . Smith III ’82
Gary W . Smith ’54
Michael P . Smith ’82
Jennifer Elisa Smith ’17
Jennifer A . Smith ’86
Susan H . Snively ’94
Glenn D . Solomon ’84
William G . Somerville ’79 &  
Martha H . Somerville ’81
Thomas E . Spath ’69
Susan M . Speer ’96
Berryl A . Speert ’64
The Hon . R . Noel Spence ’58
Joseph E . Spicer ’98
Nancy S . Spritz ’82
Cristina T . Sproul ’13
The Hon . Charles A . Stark ’75
Prof . Maxwell Stearns
Ryan A . Steidl ’15
Hersh Stein ’54
Prof . Rena Steinzor
Christopher L . Stephens ’14
Pamela J . Stone ’11
Tamara Alexandra Stoner ’90
Heidi Stowell-Nichols
Francine R . Strauss ’88
Ronald E . Strine ’66
Austin Strine ’17
Michael S . Studdard ’94
Prof . Robert E . Suggs
Andy Y . Sun ’91
Dr . Lin Sun-Hoffman ’00
Joseph P . Suntum ’82
Kathleen M . Sweeney
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The Hon . Dennis M . Sweeney
Thomas C . Swiss ’74 &  
Deborah E . Swiss
Nickola N . Sybblis ’07
Dorothy J . Sykes ’70
Judith K . Sykes ’69
Paula M . Szabo ’80
Henry Talavera ’89
Joseph B . Tetrault ’89
Wilkin E . Thomas Jr . ’70
Susan D . Thomas ’73
Zara Thomas
Craig A . Thompson ’95 & Deborah 
Kim St . Lawrence-Thompson ’97
Alison J . Thompson-Watkins ’03
Mary B . Thornton ’81
The Hon . Roger W . Titus
Daniel J . Tobin ’91
Mark R . Tolosky ’80
Elysia Tomlinson ’07
John Edwards Tracey ’90
Martin Trpis
Jeffrey Trueman & Bridget Parlato
James F . Truitt Jr . ’66
The Hon . Leslie Smith Turner ’83
Danielle P . Turnipseed ’09
Joshua Udler ’00
Amond U . Uwadineke ’14
Michelle K . Valenti ’04
Prof . Michael P . Van Alstine & Lisa 
Burton Van Alstine
William K . Van Horne ’99
Christian W . Vanden Assem ’88 & 
Kim L . VandenAssem
Frederick S . Vondy ’96
Paul H . Voreacos ’65
Kenneth Mitchell Walden ’90
Trevonne V . Walford ’15
Dr . Jessica T . Walker ’11
The Hon . Bright K . Walker ’69
Justin A . Wallace ’15
The Hon . Sean D . Wallace ’85
Revee M . Walters ’11
Terri L . Wanzer ’98
A . Gallatine Warfield III ’73
Saundra L . Warner ’80
Nick Warren ’17
Andrea R . Watkins ’86
Robbi-Lynn Watnik ’90
Leila A . Watson ’83
The Hon . Shirley Watts
Corbett Webb
Walter D . Webster ’55
Tammy G . Weiner ’94
Robert J . Weinstein ’73
Alan Weinstin
Barry Weiskopf ’83
John C . Weiss Jr . ’52
Jeffrey P . Weiss ’88
Thomas G . Welshko ’83
The Hon . Charles H . Wheatley III ’59
George H . White ’66
Lindsey A . White ’07
Randal K . Whitehead ’11
James L . Wiggins ’78
Adrian K . Wilairat ’06
Wendy Webb Williams ’01
Louise D . Williams ’91
Adrienne Williams-Conover
Michael D . Willis ’77
The Hon . Alan M . Wilner ’62
Howard D . Wilson Jr . ’82
Rosetta Kerr Wilson ’80
Jane Wilson
Michelle L . Winbush ’01
Robert R . Winter ’68
Jane K . Winter ’99
Sander L . Wise ’60
The Hon . William L . Witham Jr . ’73
Eclemus Wright Jr . ’82
Joyce L . Wright ’82
The Hon . Alexander Wright Jr . ’74
Aileen B . Xenakis ’07
Jennifer Sheff Yeagle ’04
Dillon Yeung ’11 &  
Heather Kirkwood Yeung ’11
Anthony Yoe
Ayesha S . Yousaf ’09
Steven E . Zalesch
John J . Zarych ’74
Edward M . Zawitoski &  
Gina M . Zawitoski ’85
Andrew G . Zehner ’92
Zhuoxian Zhang ’17
Paul W . Zuber ’96
Claudia Jeanne Zuckerman ’97
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Alumni Board Members [left to right] Natalie R . Amato ’11, 
Elva E . Tillman ’87, Bryan K . Saxton ’09
Board of Visitors Members [left to right] Darrell N . Braman ’88, Yitai Hu ’94, Robert J . Kim ’83, Marcus L . Wang ’08
Kirk Haynes, Jr . ’20 and Jay A . Dackman ’82
Noemi Schor ’20 and Caroline G . Harris ’79
The Hon . Ellen M . Heller ’77 and Brandon Moore ’13
Donors and scholars meet at Maryland Carey Law’s annual Scholarship Luncheon
I M PA C T  R E P O RT  2 0 1 7
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D I V E R S I T Y  A N D  S C H O L A R S H I P
Maryland Carey Law prides 
itself on its diversity . In fact, our 
students are among the most 
diverse in the United States . 
This is important because we 
believe that the legal system can 
only function most completely 
when all people—no matter 
what their economic or cultural 
backgrounds, race, gender, 
disability, sexual orientation, 
and philosophical outlooks—
are represented . Our diversity 
makes our school community 
thrive .
More than 80% of our students 
receive some kind of 
financial assistance . 
Unfortunately, both 
higher tuition as well 
as a higher cost of living has 
resulted in students having an 
average of $100,000 or more 
in debt when they graduate . 
That is why future lawyers and 
leaders often have to choose 
their schools based on financial 
limitations—which restricts their 
choices for what law schools 
they are able to attend .
To promote diversity in the 
school, Maryland Carey Law 
has started a collaborative 
scholarship program with four 
local law firms: DLA Piper; 
Gallagher, Evelius & Jones; Miles 
& Stockbridge; and Pessin 
Katz . These firms are 
working with us as 
part of the Diversity and 
Inclusion Scholars Initiative, 
which provides financial and 
professional assistance to 10 
high-potential students who 
demonstrate a commitment to 
diversity . 
The Diversity and Inclusion 
Scholars Initiative recruits 
as well as highlights the 
top talent from the state of 
Maryland and the local region . 
In addition to giving financial 
help, the program also provides 
mentorship, involvement in the 
Baltimore legal community, and 
placement of diverse students 
into top legal jobs after 
graduation .
2 0 1 7  I M PA C T  R E P O RT
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Maryland Carey Law is enormously fortunate to be the 
beneficiary of donations from corporations, foundations, and 
organizations . We would not be able to fund the numerous 
programs, activities, and scholarships at the law school 
without their support . We thank these organizations for their 
generosity in furthering the law school’s important mission .
























Adrian & Vondy, P .L .C .
Aetna Foundation, Inc .
American Arbitration Association 
Foundation
Attman Glazer Building Developers
Baker Donelson
Ballard Spahr, LLP
Bankruptcy Bar Assoc . for the District 
of Maryland, Inc
Bar Association of Baltimore City
Benjamin A . Klopman Chartered
Casey Charitable Matching Programs
Covington & Burling LLP
Deborah Potter, P .A .
DLA Piper LLP (US)
Dolan Family Foundation
Dr . Stuart and Adrienne Green Family 
Foundation
Dugan Babij, Tolley & Kohler, LLC
Erwin L . Greenberg Charitable 
Foundation
Exelon
Friends Of The Greenbelt Museum
Gibbons Family Foundation, Inc .
Glick, Hameroff & Litt P .A .
Gordon Wolf & Carney, Chartered
Graham Holdings Matching Gifts 
Program
IBM Corporation
Institute of International Relations
International Education and  
Health Development
James J . Gitomer, Attorney at Law
JAMS, Inc .
John J . Zarych, P .A .
Johnson & Johnson Family of 
Companies
Kittamaqundi Community, Inc .
KPMG Foundation
Law Office of Beverly Winstead LLC
Law Office of Martin H . Schreiber II, 
LLC
Law Offices of James Lee Katz, P .A .
Law Offices of Max D . Miller, PA
Lawrence B . Steele, III P .A .
Lean Systems Logical Solutions, LLC
Marjorie Cook Foundation 
Maryland ADR Services, Inc .
Maryland Association for Justice
Maryland Legal Services Corporation
Maryland State Bar Association
Maryland Technology Development 
Corp .
McGuire Woods LLP
Messana, P .A .
Microsoft Corporation
Miles & Stockbridge Foundation, Inc .
Miles & Stockbridge, P .C .





Paley, Rothman, Goldstein, Rosenberg, 
Eig & Cooper
Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP
Proctor & McKee, P .A .
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Roger A . Ritchie and Partners PLC
Sandy Family Foundation
Saul Ewing, LLP
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom 
LLP
Snell & Wilmer, L .L .P .
Starbucks Coffee Company
Stephen M . Creskoff, Esq .
Stoneleigh Community Association, 
Inc .
The Campbell Foundation
The Devito Family Trust
The Green Fund
The Hardiman Family Foundation, Inc .
The Malkin Fund
The Morrison & Foerster Foundation
The Olender Foundation
Tydings & Rosenberg, LLP
Venable Foundation, Inc .
W . P . Carey Foundation
Williams, Moore, Shockley, Harrison, 
LLP
Wolters Kluwer Law & Business
I N  M E M O R I A M :  
H O W A R D  S .  C H A S A N O W,  ’ 6 1
The Maryland Carey Law 
community lost a great friend in 
alumnus and Board of Visitors 
Member, The Honorable Howard 
S . Chasanow, who passed away 
on April 2, 2017 . 
After receiving his JD from 
Maryland Carey Law in 1961, 
Chasanow earned his LLM from 
Harvard in 1962 . As a member 
of the United States Air Force, 
Chasanow served his country 
both in Korea and Japan .
In the late 1960s, Chasanow 
worked as an assistant and 
then deputy state’s attorney 
in Prince George’s County, 
Maryland . He then served as 
a judge for nearly 30 years, 
retiring in 1999 as a judge on 
the Maryland Court of Appeals . 
Maryland Carey Law’s Maryland 
Law Review published a tribute 
to Chasanow’s career after his 
retirement from the bench .
From 2007–2011, Chasanow 
served as the chair of the 
State Commission on Criminal 
Sentencing Policy . In 2011, 
he acted as a mediator with 
the Judicial Arbitration and 
Mediation Services .
At Maryland Carey Law, 
Chasanow was an adjunct 
faculty member who taught 
criminal procedure and 
evidence . Having always been 
an active alumni member, he 
had recently joined the school’s 
Board of Visitors .
“Howard was an amazing 
contributor to the legal 
profession, the State, and the 
law school,” Dean Donald B . 
Tobin said . “He loved Maryland, 
and we loved him . He will be 
sorely missed .”
Dozens of gifts have been made 
in Judge Chasanow’s memory .  
Those gifts, along with a 
generous gift from his family, will 
create an endowed fund to carry 
on Judge Chasanow’s legacy .
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Anonymous
The Hon . Milton B . Allen, Sr . * & 
Martha Allen
The Hon . Mary Mary Arabian *
June W . Auerbach
John H . Barrett *
Frederick E . Beachley *
Calhoun Bond *
The Hon . Elsbeth L . Bothe *
James R . Brown, III *
T . Carroll Brown *
Dorothy L . Campbell *
William M . Canby *
The Hon . Clayton C . Carter *
Laroy I . Chadwick *
Edward G . Comrie *
Gerald H . * & Phyllis N . Cooper
Mark D . & Judith * Coplin
Chrystal T . Edwards *
Robert Farkas *
Edgar L . & Faith Schreiber Feingold
Joel D . Fedder *
The Hon . Benjamin H . * &  
Adelle Foremann *
Stanford G . Gann
Rhona S . Ginsberg *
Joseph R . Hardiman
Martha L . Ham *
The Hon . Joel Ansell Harmatz
Catharine S . Hecht *
Robert E . * & Emma Ruth Hedeman *
Amos A . Holter *
Prof . Alan D . and Brenda Hornstein
Carlyn Hubert *
Mr . Francis N . Iglehart, Jr . *
Prof . Laurence M . Jones *
Mary Elizabeth Kurz
Victor H . Laws *
Vincent J . Leahy, Jr .
The Hon . Michael W . Lee *
Sigmund Levin *
John E . Magers, Jr . *
James B . Maginni *
M . Jacqueline McCurdy
Abel J . Merrill
Philip E . Nuttle, Jr . *
Leonard A . Orman *
Hamish S . * & Christine C . Osborne
Glenn C . * & Dorothy Parker
Doris Patz *
Dr . Eric Peltosalo
William J . Pittler
Charles J . Potts *
James C . Praley
Paul A . Pumpian *
Constance K . Putzel *
William Rees *
Roger D . * and Gretchen Redden
Charles P . Revoile
Louis M . Riehl *
Donald D . Rogers *
Jean G . Rogers
Stanley B . & Deborah Rohd
Randolph S . Rothschild *
Milton H . F . Saul *
Charles * & Mary Katherine Scheeler *
Helen Seidman *
Mary W . Stanton *
Charles “Chuck” M . &  
Kitty Tatelbaum
Evva S . Vale *
Daniel E . Wagner
Evelyn W . Wenner *
Alexander D . Wilson *














The Legacy Council recognizes generous, forward-thinking 
donors who have made provisions through their estate plans 
or other planned giving vehicles to support the law school . 
Planned giving allows our donors the opportunity to make 
a personal statement to help shape the future of Maryland 
Carey Law and ensures that they will be remembered for their 
impact for many generations . We are deeply grateful for the 
thoughtful generosity of the donors listed here:
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Contributors: The Office of 
Development and Alumni Relations
Every effort has been made to 
ensure the accuracy and 
completeness of the information in 
this publication . Names are listed 
according to the preference of 
contributors . Gifts to Maryland 
Carey Law received between July 1, 
2016 and June 30, 2017 are recorded 
with the heartfelt thanks of the 
entire law school community . 
Should you find an error or omission, 
please contact Andrew Altshuler, 
Director of Alumni Engagement at 
aaltshuler@law .umaryland .edu or at 
(410) 706-6832 .
500 W . Baltimore Street 
Baltimore, MD 21201-1786
